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What does IWR do?
Independent and Work Ready is a continually developing interactive information 
website for adult life and disability, which has lots of relevant information, an 

online shop, creative hub and a members area. 
We provide supported virtual work experience. 



IWR offers a supportive, adaptable and tailored virtual work experience service, lead by the 
participants interests and abilities, designed to help people gain skills, experience and 

confidence in a supportive environment.

 IWR has the creative area for people to submit their artwork or videos to and a shop outlet, 
which we use to sell the products we support our participants to design. 

We do this by offering tailored virtual support via Zoom and email, from step by step briefs 
and discussion to achieve a task to providing the relevant information and providing 

professionally used software. We provide adaptable briefs to aid with the completion of a task, 
including providing task examples and easy read instructions when required.

 Our experience and education is based around LD/SEN educational and personal support and 
with lived experiences of disability and mental health issues. IWR is available to any one who 

is interested. 

 



This is our notebook creation brief, we have several others in our members area, and we also create 
briefs for participants when required. 







Participants can achieve tasks such as;
● Creating self designed products that will be on sale through the IWR shop on the website. 
● Writing articles based on relevant adult life topics.
● Creating artwork for the IWR creative hub.
● Creating videos to enhance our websites accessibility.
● Reading texts to enhance the websites accessibility.
● Digital Marketing, social media input and management.
● Submitting artwork to the free competitions we run, where there winner gets their design made into a product, and free entry into 

our ‘website package’. Other entries will be added to the IWR creative area.
● Use of professional creative software 
● Peer led learning 

We provide regular feedback and work discussion throughout, and offer a reference for participants who would benefit from this, after 
working with them for a sufficient period of time. 
Imbedded in all of our offers are opportunities to build social skills, timekeeping, deadline meeting, initiative, I.T skills, confidence 
building,self worth, empowerment, real life English and maths skills, research skills and the opportunity to demonstrate their abilities and 
explore their own interests and feelings. 
 
We have also had comments from our current participants that working with IWR is a good way to occupy themselves and learn new skills 
and demonstrate their abilities at the same time. 
This is available throughout the UK, open to any age or ability/level, with flexibility and with no limits on how long participants work with 
IWR. 



Here are some examples of one of our participants designs, who is happy for us to share them. 

A fridge magnet, designed to display 
some characters the participant has 

created. They are planning on 
developing these characters on the 

website, creating their character and 
adding storyline, probably in a comic 
book form, to attract people to look 

at our website.

A notebook design based on the theme of nature 
photography. 

The participant adds their name or initials to their 
design if they wish, we have left this out to limit 
personal information sharing. 

We provide step by step zooms throughout the 
creation of their product. 
This participant went out to take this photography in 
their local area for this purpose and then used the 
software we sourced to design their notebook. They 
designed this notebook entirely, including all colour 
choices and writing (we ask them to include our 
website). 
We then have a final discussion with the participant 
about their design, confirm they are happy with it 
and then we order it. The participant gets a copy of 
their notebook posted to them once it arrives and 
IWR put it for sale in the IWR shop. 

There are other examples of participants designs already for sale in the IWR shop.
There are different types of products, such bags, puzzle cubes already ordered or in the design process to be added to the shop when they 
arrive. We are always open to the participants ideas, as long as they are within our budget. 



Growing shop of participant designs & different 
products



Growing Creative hub for art,photography and video



Growing adult life topic website with increasing 
accessibility and relevance 



Our Work Now
We work with a wide range of individuals with disabilities or SEN and draw from 
our own lived disability experiences to support and provide peer led learning. 

Much of our work has been SEN Traineeships 

We explore all ways for us to support individuals including including helping with 
Access to Work Funding applications and job applications/CVs if needed. 

We are very interested in exploring Supported internships 



The future
The products designed with IWR are paid for by IWR and are sold on the website. 

As a CIC any profits will be put back into the business to help us to support others 
to gain experience and grow the business and the resources we have available.  
We would like to provide support for interested participants to set up their own 
online shop/presence so that they can design and sell products for themselves 

independently from IWR. 
If the IWR shop becomes successful enough we want to arrange a percentage 
system so that long term participants can earn some money on their designs. 

We are in the process of developing subscription boxes, which several participants 
are already involved in, containing varying participant designed or sourced 

products. We are looking to introduce casual creative product sessions from 
artists and introduce designing of other product types with participants.



Current virtual work packages

We are exploring funding options for affordably. We are able to offer our services for free to people living 
in Buckinghamshire for a pilot period, due to funding from the National Lottery Community fund and HM 
Government. We also have a limited number of iPads available for loan to the Buckinghamshire area to 

facilitate this. Competitions are free for all areas. We are always looking for partners & other approaches.

Product creation package
Twice weekly group recorded zoom sessions.
Plus one individual session.
A brief to follow. 
Email communication.
Regular feedback.
Creation and a copy of their product.

 £150 for a 6 week program per participant

Website contribution package
Addition of articles or artwork to the website.
Feedback on submissions.
A certificate of contribution once 10 items have been 
submitted. 
Badges

£10 per academic year per participant
Free for competition winners! Who also get a one of 
product made. 



Benefits of IWR
Highly revenvent to college/school employability and life skill courses & LIFE!

Current and teaches skills for remove working. Uses professional 
approaches/software.

Highly flexible and adaptable for different participants. Very creative. Peer learning 
led. We will support work experience journals. Participant Interests led. 

No costs or time for staff to visit the workplace or certain Health and safety costs

Very relevant to EHCP outcomes and available post 25

IWR staff have lived disability experience and have worked for years in different 
SEND environments. We have the needed insurance.   



Thank you!


